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ABSTRACT 

DCD (Data Communication Diagnosis) is a knowledge based system 

designed to direct trouble-shooting activities by connecting a peripheral device 

(e.g. terminal or printer) to a computer, modem, or local area network. In this 

thesis special attention is given to the problem definition part where the 

mechanical, electrical, and functional characteristics of the data communica

tion problem domain are partitioned into element-classes and attributes. It is 

shown that a careful problem definition helps in creating the rules to solve the 

problem. DCD consists of four components: a data-base, a user interface, a 

knowledge base, and an inference engine. A distinguishing feature of DCD is 

that it gathers information from both a data-base and the user. DCD's imple

mentation uses the OPS5 expert system shell, but the information gathering 

part is written in C. An evaluation of the accuracy of the system and of the 

quality of the human/computer interaction showed the system to be helpful 

and easy to use. 

viii 



1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 History of Data Communications 

Certain technologies have dominated others in the past few centuries. 

In the eighteenth century, the time of the industrial revolution, mechanical sys

tems were at the top of technology. The nineteenth century was the age of the 

steam engine. In our century, the key technology has been information gather

ing, processing and distributing. Among recent developments have been the 

installation of international telephone networks, the birth of radio and televi

sion, the invention of computers and the launching of communication satelites. 

These inventions and developments open totally new perspectives. Geographi

cally distributed plants are able to inspect and exchange information about 

their current status at the push of a button. Andrew S. Tanenbaum [l] states 

in his book about computer networks, "As our capability to gather, process, 

and distribute information grows, the demand for even more sophisticated 

information processing grows even faster." 

Compared with industries like automobiles and air transportation, the 

computer industry is a young one which made tremendous progress in a short 

time. In the 1950's, computer systems were usually localized within a single 

room. Some can remember glass walls through which visitors could get a glance 

at the great electronic wonder-machine inside. Medium size companies or 

universities rarely had more than one or two computers. At that time, the idea 

of powerful computers the size of postage stamps, produced in the millions and 

sold at reasonable prices was pure science fiction. 

1 
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Hand in hand with the increased sophistication of computer systems 

there was a merging of computers and communication. This merger had a 

tremendous influence on computer system organization. The idea of the 

computer-center where users brought their work for processing became increas

ingly obsolete. The new trend was bringing the computer to the user and the 

"tool" to do this was, and still is, data communications. 

1.2 Problem Statement 

1.2.1 A General Case of Data Communications 

A general case of data communication and interfacing between sys

tems or devices is shown in figure 1-1. A deeper understanding of the subject 

matter can be obtained from books like Data and Computer Communications 

[2], written by Stallings. 

Transmission Line Interface Devices 

Bit Serial Transmission 
Medium 

Data terminal 
Equipment 

DTH 

/ 
7 

Data Circuit-
Terminating Equipment 

Data Terminal 
Equipment 

DTE 

DCE 

Figure 1-1: A simple communications arrangement. 
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The flow of information takes place from one DTE (Data Terminal 

Equipment) to another. Typical DTE's are computers, terminals and printers. 

These are digital data processing devices that possess only limited data 

transmission capability. As a consequence, additional communications equip

ment, known as Data Circuit-Terminating Equipment (DCE), becomes neces

sary. Typical DCE's are modems, wired cables and local area networks (LAN). 

To make the additional equipment acceptable to communications equipment 

manufacturers and users, standards have been developed by the International 

Standard Organization (ISO) that specify the exact nature of the interface 

between DTE and DCE. These standards are known as layer protocols and are 

a part of the Open System Interconnection model (OSI) shown in figure 1-2. 

Data communication deals with all the aspects that are involved to enable the 

"flow of information" in a computer network. 

1.2.2 The Structure of the Problem Domain 

Todays computer networks and therefore data communication as well 

are set up in a highly structured way. Julius Caesar provided the key designing 

philosophy with his famous statement: Divide and Conquer. Accordingly data 

communication is organized as a series of layers or levels interacting with each 

other. The general idea is that each layer provides certain service to the higher 

layers but is at the same time shielding those layers from the actual implemen

tation details. It is important to focus on these layers of abstraction because 

this is the source of the problem addressed in this thesis. 

It seems obvious that many things need to be taken into considera

tion when interconnecting systems according to the schema presented in figure 

1-2. One might say you need an expert to do it, but the problem is that experts 
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Host-A / Device-A Host-8 / Device-3 

App I i cat i on Layer 

Presentation Layer 

Session Layer 

Transportation Layer 

Network Layer 

Data Link Layer 

Physical Layer 

Figure 1-2: Open System Interconnection Model (OSI). Developed by the Inter
national Organization for Standardization (ISO). 

are not always available when needed. 

The spectrum of problems that can occur is large and it would be too 

ambitious to attempt to deal with all the subproblems occurring in different 

layers of figure 1-2. The solid line on the lowest level indicates that the actual 

data transfer takes place on the physical level. Experience has shown that the 

biggest set of problems and the area most unfamiliar to the user emerges on the 

lowest two levels called data link layer and physical layer. For this is reason we 

concentrate on these two layers, of which a detailed description is given in the 
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following table. 

The OSI-Layers of Concern 

Description 

Concerned with transmission of an un
structured bit stream over a physical 
medium; deals with the mechanical, 
electrical, functional, and procedural 
characteristics to access the physical 
medium (e.g. voltage on a wire cable can 
be + or - 25 volts). 

Provides for the reliable transfer of in
formation across the physical link; sends 
blocks of data in ASCII-format with the 
necessary synchronization, error control 
and flow control (e.g. 7 bits of informa
tion are surrounded by start ,stop and 
error-check bits). This arrangement is 
commonly referred to as data-frame. 

Table 1-1: The OSI layers of concern. 

To get a realistic picture of the problems v/e are concerned with, the 

following example niight help. Suppose a computer operator or a student has to 

connect a terminal or a printer to a computer system. He or she will most 

likely experience some seemingly unresolvable problems. The connection doesn't 

work. The next obvious step is to find an expert who diagnoses the problem 

situation and gives helpful advice. If we assume that an expert is not available, 

the person in dire need of help would probably be willing to accept advice from 

an artificial, user friendly "computer program". 

Layer 

1. Physical 

2. Data Link 

1.2.3 Consideration of Expert Systems 

It was always the dream of computer scientists to develop techniques 

that make computers act more like humans. Research in this direction included 
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decision-making systems, robotic devices and approaches to computer speech. 

This whole area of research is called Artificial Intelligence (AI). The most 

recent members of the "Al-family" axe tools called expert systems. 

1.2.4 Expert Systems Applied for Diagnosis . 

We now turn our attention to the next point of interest in this study 

which can be entitled expert systems applied for diagnosis. Professor Edward 

Feigenbaum of Stanford University stated: 

"Expert systems axe intelligent computer programs that use 
knowledge and inference procedures to solve problems that are diffi
cult enough to require significant human expertise for their solution. 
Knowledge necessary to perform at such a level plus the inference 
procedure used, can be thought of as a model of the expertise of the 
best practitioners of the field. The knowledge of an expert system 
consists of facts and heuristics. The "facts" constitute a body of infor
mation that is widely shared, publicly available, and generally agreed 
upon by experts in a field. The "heuristics" are mostly private, little-
discussed rules of good judgement (rules of plausible reasoning, rules 
of good guessing) that characterize expert-level decision making in the 
field. The performance level of an expert system is primarily a func
tion of the size and the quality of a knowledge base it possesses." 

Donald Michie [4] defined, "Expert systems axe a class of computer 

programs that can advise, analyze, categorize, communicate, consult, design, 

diagnose, explain, explore, forecast, form concepts, identify, interpret, justify, 

leaxn, manage, monitor, plan, present, retrieve, schedule, test, and tutor." 

It seems appropriate to mention that there is not one expert system 

that copes with all of the mentioned activities. It is concentration on a narrow, 

well defined problem domain that makes expert systems really powerful in cer

tain areas of expertise. A practical example of this fact is given with MYCIN 

[5], developed by Shortliffe at Stanford, which is good at diagnosing infectious 

blood diseases but would fail miserably at giving first aid advice. 
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1.2.5 Connection of Data Communications and Expert Systems 

To bring our main topics of data communication, expert systems and 

diagnosis into context, it seems appropriate to present the following picture. 

Problem Domain Advice 

—> Data Convnuni cat ions —> what to 
do next 

—> why 

Current State 
(Initial Data) 
—>> questions/answers 
—»> data retrieval 

frow data bass 

Task Characteristics 
—> diagnosis 

Solution Computer Program Real World Situation 
(ProbI em) 

Inference Engine 
—> fire rules 
—> deal with 

unearta i nty 

Knowledge Base 
-—> rules with impli-

cite knowledge of 
problem domain 

Figure 1-3: Data Communications and Expert Systems in context. 

Figure 1-3 shows that a problem in the domain of data communica

tions is characterized by the current problem state. The tool to diagnose the 

current problem state is represented by an expert system. If a solution to the 

problem can be found, advice is given to the user that tells him what to do 

next. 

Our problem domain is data communications, and in particular the 

physical and data link layers. Knowledge that is necessary to deal with prob

lems that occur on this level can be obtained from communications experts and 
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books. This knowledge, in the form of rules in an if-then structure, is 

represented in the knowledge base and it was the main goal of this thesis 

research to obtain those rules. The inference engine is the second integral part 

of the expert system. 

1.2.6 Obtaining the Initial Data 

The current state (initial data) of a problem is obtained from (l) a 

question and answer session with a user and (2) from domain specific data base 

retrieval. These initial data axe 'fed' into the inference engine which in turn fig

ures out how the data "match" with facts and rules in the knowledge base. At 

the conclusion advice is given to a user on how to proceed with his data com

munication problem and, in the best case, how to solve it. 

1.2.7 Commercially Available Expert System Shells 

So far so good, but one might say too much work is involved. State

ments like, "Engineers should apply software tools, but not develop them from 

scratch", would seem to back this viewpoint. One way of reducing the amount 

of work that has to be done is by using commercially available expert system 

shells such as OPS5 [6] and M.l [7]. It is still necessaxy to create a domain 

specific knowledge base, but the inference engine is given. 

1.2.8 Similar Work that has been done 

A workshop was conducted at the Denver Research Institute in 

Colorado in 1983 by the Joint Services about Artificial Intelligence in Mainte

nance. This meeting showed that there is a real need for automated diagnoses 

of communication equipment [8]. Work supervised by Gregg Vesonder at the 
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AT&T Bell Laboratories is similar in its structure to the work in this thesis. 

The result was an expert system (ACE) [9] for diagnosis and maintenance 

activities in local telephone networks. 

1.3 General Aspects 

To date there is no general decision procedure available for the deter

mination of an appropriate expert system shell for a given problem. The 

method used in this work applies the Multi-Attribute Utility Technique 

(MAUT) [10]. 

The user interface of the initial data gathering program is of special 

concern. A user population will be defined, for which easy to understand and 

descriptive questions will be selected. 

The work presented here will not constitute a commercially employ

able product. The result will be used to discuss the pros and cons of applica

tions of a similar nature. However if somebody wants to make some dollars, 

and has plenty of time available, this thesis might be a starting point. 



2. METHODS 

2.1 Established Methods 

Information regarding interconnection of peripheral devices (e.g. ter

minals) to computers (e.g. VAX, PDP) is contained in the interface sections of 

the reference and/or user's manuals of the devices involved. Unfortunately, 

these manuals axe also forced to serve as the only tutorials available for making 

these connections. They are not well suited for this task for several reasons. 

First, the manual's structures do not provide a model of the problem 

for beginners in data communications to base their learning on, and the infor

mation is often written at a higher level than inexperienced users can under

stand. Second, even for experienced users it is not always easy to collect all the 

relevant information for the two devices in question since this information is 

spread over several chapters (e.g. pin connections are in the hardware section 

and transfer-parameters are in the 'set-up' section). Facts like these lead one 

to believe that connecting two devices may be accompanied by a full measure 

of frustration. 

Some more or less successful attempts to give a well based introduc

tion to the field of data communications were made by technical writers (e.g. 

Stallings [2]) . Even though these books are well written, it is still necessary to 

invest a fair amount of time to understand how to connect a terminal to a com

puter. Consequently, companies realized that they needed specially trained 

technicians to connect peripherals to computers. However, these technicians are 

10 
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not always available when needed. Therefore there is a need for a problem 

solving tool which is a step by step guide that helps in interconnecting devices. 

2.2 Proposed Method 

The most salient features of connecting peripherals to computers are 

data-gathering, diagnosis and advice. Instead of developing a program from 

scratch, engineers should apply commercially available software-tools. A class 

of tools especially suited for the problem at hand are expert systems shells. A 

short introduction to expert systems was given in the introduction of this 

thesis. To avoid confusion, let us distinguish between the two terms, expert 

system and expert system shell. An expert system shell is a commercially avail

able software tool, similar to a conventional programming language, which is 

used to build an expert system by coupling the expert system shell with a 

knowledge base. The knowledge base contains the extracted knowledge of an 

expert in the form of if-then rules about a certain knowledge domain. It is not 

the objective of this thesis to go into detail about expert systems technology. It 

is much more our concern to talk about expert system applications since this 

thesis in itself describes an expert system approach in the domain of data com

munication. 

One of the earliest successful expert systems was ShortlifFs MYCIN 

[5], which was created to aid physicians in the selection of antibiotics for 

patients with infections or meningitis. It was developed by people in the 

Heuristic Programming Project at Stanford in the 1970's. MYCIN used subjec

tive probabilities, called certainty factors, when handling uncertain informa

tion. The implementation was written in Inter Lisp and the knowledge base 
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was constructed of production-rules (if-then blocks). The inference engine was 

goal oriented and made inferences by using backward chaining. Help-facilities 

were provided in MYCIN. 

Rl (or XCON) is a rule based system that configures VAX comput

ers, determining the physical layout and interconnection of their many com

ponents. Uncertainty is not an issue in Rl since the system is constraint 

oriented. The research took place during the late 1970's and a commercial 

development followed during the early 1980's. Rl is an expert system that is 

implemented in OPS4, the predecessor of the well known OPS5 programming 

language. OPS4 is an expert system shell written in a dialect of LISP called 

Franz Lisp. It was developed at Carnegie-Mellon University. The knowledge 

base contains production-rules. The inference engine in OPS4 is data driven 

and therefore uses forward chaining as opposed to backward chaining. 

ACE (Automated Cable Expert) [9] is a knowledge-based system 

designed to direct preventive maintenance activities in a local telephone net

work. ACE was developed a<; AT&T Bell Laboratories to demonstrate and 

evaluate the potential for using expert system technology in cable maintenance. 

A distinguishing feature of ACE is that it gathers information to analyze from 

a data-base system, rather than through interaction with users or domain 

experts. ACE's implementation uses the OPS4 expert system shell, which in 

this particular case is written in Franz Lisp. The support routines, including 

the systems interface to the data-base and mechanism for sending messages to 

the user, are written in UNIX-shell and C. 

This thesis describes the creation of an expert system that gives 

advice for connecting peripheral devices (e.g. terminals or printers) to 
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computers, modems or local area networks such as Sytek. The expert system 

consists of four components : a data-base, a user interface, a knowledge base 

and an inference engine. The knowledge base is derived from my expertise in 

data communications. The selection of an appropriate expert system shell is 

subject to further investigation and will be dealt with in section 3.2. The imple

mentation will be called DCD (Data Communication Diagnosis) - an expert 

system that analyzes the initial data provided by the data gathering process 

and gives advice to the user about how to arrange or change things in order to 

make an interconnection work. DCD's knowledge base contains production 

rules in an if-then structure. 



3. SCOPE 

3.1 Problem Definition and Structure 

A general introduction and statement of the problem has been 

presented in section 1.2 of this thesis. The problem to be solved is defined as 

follows: 

1. A peripheral device needs to be connected to a host device. Examples 

of peripheral devices are crt's, tty's, and printers. Possible host dev

ices are computers, modems, and Sytek boxes. 

2. A wired cable with a 25-pin connector on each end is used to inter

connect the devices. 

3. A person who has some previous computing experience but little 

experience in data communications has to be helped in 'setting-up' 

the connection (e.g. an average SIE-370 student). 

4. The task directions to the person in charge are: First, select and use 

an expert system shell and create an expert system that reads in a 

description (e.g. name) of the devices and asks the user for device 

parameters, but only if they are not stored on the systems special 

purpose data-base. Second, provide a help-feature to support the user 

in the process of answering questions. Third, produce as output a 

sequence of instructions that helps the user to successfully intercon

nect the devices. 

14 
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5. The system is required to derive an approximate solution even if some 

information is missing or the answers to questions are unknown. The 

software and hardware environment needed for the development of 

this system has to be up and running at the Systems and Industrial 

Engineering Dept. of the University of Arizona. In addition, the com

puter system to be used should be accessible through one of the 

University of Arizona's local area networks. 

However the problem is still underspecified. Some more assumptions 

have to be made before beginning to program a solution. Questions to be 

answered during the requirement analysis include: How general or specific 

should the solution be, and how detailed must the device specifications be? 

Bruce Buchanan recommends a problem structuring technique that helps in the 

process of solving problems. He says, "The problem space contains a set of 

element-classes and the element-classes have attributes. The relationship among 

element-classes provides the structure of the problem and the relationship 

among the attributes of the different element-classes provides the rules to solve 

the problem." Following Buchanan's recommendation, we complete the require

ment analysis by defining the element-classes of our problem to be : (1) 

description-parameters, (2) general-parameters, (3) signal-parameters, and (4) 

transfer-parameters. Each of these element-classes contains a set of attributes 

that is descriptive for the particular element-class at hand. Let us now study 

what the meaning of these element classes is and where their respective attri

butes come from. 
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element-classes 
and attributes legal values 

description-parameters 

name 
sytek-unit-number 

[A..Z], [a..z], [-1 
XXXX,X ~> [0..9] 

general-parameters 

standard 
synchronization 
duplexity 
hardware-protocol 
software-protocol 

RS-232C, RS-422, CENTRONICS, unknown 
asynchronous, synchronous, unknown 
full-, half-duplex, simplex, unknown 
not-required, required, unknown 
none, Xon/Xoff, ACK/NAK, unknown 

signal-parameters 

mapping 
pinl 
pin2 
pin3 
pin4 
pin5 
pin6 
pin7 
pin8 
pin20 

2-2, 2-3, unknown 
frame-ground, not-available, unknown 
transmit-data, receive-data, unknown 
receive-data, transmit-data, unknown 
request-to-send, not-available, unknown 
clear-to-send, not-available, unknown 
data-set-ready, not-available, unknown 
signal-ground, not-available, unknown 
data-carrier-detect, not-available, unknown 
data-terminal-ready, not-available, unknown 

transfer-parameters 

data-bits 
stop-bits 
parity 
baud 
echo 

7, 8, unknown 
1, 2, unknown 
none, even, odd, unknown 
110 to 19200, unknown 
on, off, unknown 

Table 3-1: Attribute identification 
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First, the element-class description-parameters has a descriptive func

tion only and does not influence the data communication process. The devices 

that need to be interconnected are described by attributes such as their names 

(e.g. SIE-VAX), or if Sytek units are involved by their unit numbers (e.g. 

7231,0). 

Second, the element-class general-parameters has five attributes. The 

attribute standard tells us what type of interface is being used (e.g. RS-232C). 

The attribute synchronization tells us how the information that needs to be 

transferred is-'packed' into signals. The attribute duplexity tells us the direc

tion we are allowed to transfer the signals and the timing that is involved. The 

attribute hardware-protocol tells us if control signals such as data-set-ready, 

and data-terminal-ready are required . The attribute software-protocol tells us 

if the data lines are used to control the data exchange between devices and 

what type of control is used. 

Third, the element-class signal-parameters has ten attributes. The 

attribute mapping is used to describe how the signals of the peripheral device 

are associated with the signals on computer side. The outlets of the signals axe 

pins and their respective functions are listed in table 3-1. Figure 3-1 shows typ

ical arrangements of pin interconnections between terminals and computers. 
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Figure 3-1: Pin interconnections. From Stallings [2] pp. 115. 

Fourth, the element-class transfer-parameters has five attributes. The 

information that is sent from a terminal to a computer, or vice versa, is con

verted into electrical signals. These signals have certain characteristics which 

are presented in figure 3-2. The attribute data-bits tells us how many bits axe 

used to represent a character. A widely used standard is the ASCII-code which 

uses either 7 or 8 data-bits. The attribute stop-bits tells us the duration of the 

stop period at the end of each character. The attribute parity-bit is used for 

error checking purposes. The attribute baud tells us how fast the information 

exchange takes place. Finally, the attribute echo tells us if the receiving device 

should return the received information to the sending device for confirmation 

purposes. 
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Figure 3-2: Signal characteristics. From Stallings [2] pp. 99. 

Table 3-1 contains a complete list of all the element-classes and their 

respective attributes as well as the legal values of the attributes. To justify the 

level of detail applied in this problem definition part, I would like to mention 

that it is essential to obtain the 'right' picture of the problem first, before one 

starts to think about the tool for solving the problem. The time has come now 

to select a tool (expert system shell) to help to solve the problem we have 

described and defined. 
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3.2 Selection of Expert System Shell and Expert 

A way of reducing the amount of work needed to build an expert sys

tem is to use commercially available expert system shells (ESS) such as OPS5, 

M.l, etc. There is still no general decision procedure available for determining 

which tool (ESS) is appropriate for a given problem. The first question to be 

answered is, "Which tool is the most appropriate for our particular task?" 

Other questions that subsequently arise are, "How much does the tool cost? 

How good is the company's customer support? Are the user manuals 

comprehensible?" The commercial tools chapter in Harmon and King's book [2] 

helps to answer some of these questions. 

3.2.1 Gross Selection of ESS 

There is no one-to-one match between problems and software tools. 

However, there are conceptions of particular types of problem solving that are 

the same for several different problem domains. These conceptions are com

monly referred to as consultation paradigms. Examples of consultation para

digms are (l) diagnosis/prescription, (2) planning and (3) design. The consulta

tion paradigm diagnosis/prescription has its origin in the medical field. To use 

this in an engineering environment we modify diagnosis/prescription to 

diagnosis/advice. The consultation paradigm diagnoses /advice is the one used 

in this thesis. According to table 3-2 the tools that axe the best suited for 

diagnosis/advice are M.l, S.l and OPS5. The rest are better suited for other 

types of consultation paradigms and are not considered further in this thesis. 
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Tool Diagnoses/advice Planning Design 

EMYCIN s ns ns 
Expert-Ease s ns ns 
INSIGHT s ns ns 
M.l vs ns ns 
EXPERT s ns ns 
OPS5 vs s ns 
S.l vs ns ns 
TIMM s ns ns 
ART s ns ns 
KEE s s ns 
LOOPS s ns ns 
AM ns ns s 

Table 3-2: Tools vs. consultation paradigm. Consultation paxadigm typical of 
various tools based on Harmon and King [2]; ns-not suitable, s-suitable, vs-very 
suitable. 

3.2.2 Pin Point Selection of ESS 

Our task is now narrowed down to selecting between M.l, S.l, and 

OPS5. To do that, it becomes even more important to concentrate on the prob

lem domain at hand. We now try to describe an expert system shell in general 

terms and concentrate on four main criteria: representation, implementation, 

interfacing, and support. These four criteria are explained in the following list 

of general tool descriptions. 

Representation: Describes how the knowledge is represented (e.g. facts, and 

if-then rules). The inference engine interprets the rules. The 

driving mechanism of the inference engine is of special 

interest. Available options for inference strategies are forward 

chaining and backward chaining. In the forward chaining 

mode, we start from what is initially known and a chain of 
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inferences is applied until either a goal is reached or a solu

tion is shown to be unattainable. The starting point is at the 

overall goal, in the backward chaining mode, and the system 

attempts to collect the data that support the hypothesis 

stated by the goal. Tools are also described by their ability 

to cope with uncertainty (e.g. missing information, and unk

nown answers). 

Implementation: Describes the software and hardware required to run a tool, 

and the tool's ability to access a data-base. 

Interfacing: Describes the equipment that is used to interact with the 

user and whether or not the tool provides explanation-

facilities and help-functions to support the user. Editing is a 

time consuming part in the development process of a 

software system. It is therefore essential that the user have a 

good quality editor available. Run time errors are difficult to 

recover from. This makes the availability of debugging aids a 

necessity. 

Support: Describes the readability level of the tool documentation and 

whether or not training courses axe offered. Examples of suc

cessful tool applications are especially valuable to new users 

of a tool. 

The list of general tool descriptions as presented above does not 

reflect what we expect from a tool in terms of our data communication problem 

domain. The following list of domain requirements once again uses the four cri-
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teria of representation, implementation, interfacing, and support, along with 

their respective requirements in terms of our problem. 

Representation: The knowledge that enables us to solve data communication 

problems has to be formulated in if-then rules. The inference 

strategy used should be forward chaining, since all the neces

sary data are given at the beginning of the inference process. 

The tool to be selected is required to derive an approximate 

solution even if some information is missing or the answers to 

questions are unknown. 

Implementation: The software and hardware environment has to be up and 

running at the Systems and Industrial Engineering Dept. of 

the University of Arizona. In addition, the computer system 

to be used should be accessible through one of the U of A 

local area networks. A central data-base which can be 

updated will be used. 

Interfacing: Questions programmed to be asked by the tool need to be 

displayed on a screen and answers entered on a keyboard. 

Solutions to a problem have to be written to a data file. The 

knowledge base has to be built and modified with a tool 

independent text editor. Single trace through the rules 

should be possible. 

Support: The documentation should be readable, and easy to under

stand examples should be provided. References to past tool 

applications and their level of success should be available. 
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Criteria and 
Attributes w r ra M.l S.l OPS5 

Representation 

facts .064 78 3 .9 .9 .9 
if-then rules .065 80 3 .9 .9 .9 
inference strategy .062 76 3 .1 .1 1.0 
uncertainty .059 72 3 .9 .9 .7 

Implementation 

software required .080 98 1 1.0 0.0 1.0 
hardware required .082 100 1 1.0 .5 1.0 
data-base access .078 96 1 .5 .9 .9 

Interfacing 

user-display .074 90 2 .8 .8 .8 
explanation-facilities .069 84 2 .8 .8 .5 
help-functions .070 86 2 .5 .5 .5 
editor .072 88 2 .5 1.0 1.0 
debugging-aid .067 82 2 .8 .8 .7 

Support 

documentation .057 70 4 .7 .6 .8 
courses .050 62 4 1.0 1.0 1.0 
applications .049 60 4 .8 .8 .8 

Summation - 1222 - .689 .685 .834 

Table 3-3: MAUT applied for ESS selection; w-weight, r-rating, ra-ranking. 

I used the Multi-Attribute Utility Technique (MAUT) to choose 

amongst M.l, S.l, and OPS5. The outcome was a quantitative match of the 

criteria of the general tool descriptions with their respective domain require-
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merits. The results are shown in table 3-3. The importance of a particular 

description criterion is expressed with a rank (ra) from 1 to 4, which is then 

scaled into the rating (r) with a range of [0..100]. For example I assigned rank 1 

to the criterion 'implementation' since it is very important to have the required 

software (assessed rating 98) and hardware (assessed rating 100) available in 

order to finish this thesis on time. The weight (w) of an attribute is its indivi

dual rating divided by the overall sum of all the ratings. At the bottom of the 

columns for M.l, S.l and OPS5 are the sums of the weights multiplied with the 

assigned values [0...1] over all the attributes. For example the attribute 

'software required', in the case of OPS5, has an assessed value of 1.0 since all 

the software necessary to utilize OPS5 is up and running. The tool to be 

selected has the highest overall sum and in this case is OPS5. However, the 

final decision of this selection process is that OPS5 will be used for a 'in-depth' 

solution, and M.l will be used for a 'subset-approach'. This gives us the possi

bility of comparing and contrasting M.l and OPS5. 

One can 'extract' the knowledge necessary to deal with problems in 

the data communication domain from books or from human experts. This case 

is special because I'm acting as my own expert. I have four years of professional 

experience in the field of data communications. However, I have also consulted 

with local experts of the University of Arizona campus such as Mr. Charles 

Glickman (Communications Manager) and Dr. Ralph Martinez (EE-Professor). 

3.3 User Interface and Data Retrieval 

Systems should be evaluated not only by their output, but equally 

importantly, by their ease of use. We selected OPS5 to be used for our applica
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tion. OPS5 has very limited capability to communicate with the outside world. 

In particular, checking for legitimate inputs is rather difficult. This weakness of 

OPS5 has the design implication that the data-gathering process should be per

formed by a separate module to provide the expert system with the necessary 

initial data. This idea is supported by the fact that the nature of the problem 

is such that all the required data axe available at the beginning of the problem 

solving process. 

In the data-gathering process we are concerned about collecting all 

the device parameters (e.g. number of data-bits, etc.) related to interfacing a 

particular device with another one. The program that collects these device-

parameters is designed to fulfill four main functions. First, it will ask the user 

for the names of the two devices that need to be interconnected. After the 

names have been entered, the program will search a data-base for records of the 

devices in question. If entries can be located in the data-base, they will be 

retrieved automatically and presented to the user on the screen. The design of 

this data-base allows easy updating with additional device-parameters. Second, 

if there are no data-base entries for the device names entered, the program will 

ask the user questions that are easy to understand. Third, if a user has difficul

ties answering a question, he will find a help-feature that gives him some addi

tional information on how to answer the questions. This help feature is 

intended to have an educational value for the user and is especially designed for 

inexperienced users. Fourth, the user input and/or data retrieved from the 

data-base will be converted to the format required by OPS5. 

The data-gathering module is written in C. A part of the user 

interaction with this module is shown in section 4.1 of this thesis. A source 
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code copy (40 pages) can be obtained from Dr. Terry Bahill, Professor of Sys

tems and Industrial Engineering, University of Arizona. 

3.4 System Architecture 

OPS5 [6], the software tool used, has an architecture that includes 

three major components. 

1. A data store, called data memory or working memory, serves as a glo

bal data-base representing facts and assertions about the problem. In 

our case, the data are instances of attributes as presented in table 3-1. 

2. There is a set of rules, where each rule has a condition part and an 

action part. The condition part is indicated by the keyword 'if, and 

describes the data configuration for which the rule is appropriate. The 

action part of the rule, indicated by the keyword 'then', gives instruc

tions for changing the data configuration and sends output to files 

and/or screen. 

3. An inference engine executes the rules. Executing rules is commonly 

referred to as firing rules. The inference engine is the executer part of 

the system. It determines which rules are relevant to a given data 

memory configuration and chooses the order in which they fire. 

3.4.1 The Knowledge Base 

Feigenbaum, one of the pioneers in Artificial Intelligence stated, "In 

the knowledge lies the power". The knowledge base contains an expert's 

knowledge in the form of if-then rules and is therefore the place where the 

intelligence of the system lies. A rule has a condition part and an action part. 
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The condition part of a rule is usually a Boolean combination of domain objects 

or problem solving objects, such as goals. The action part of a rule is usually a 

list of modifications to be made to data memory when the rule applies. In addi

tion, external operations may be performed such as writing a message to an 

output device or reading data from an input device. The knowledge base 

currently contains 57 rules and can be seen in Appendix A. The following 

example is a rule implemented in the knowledge base of DCD. The rule is first 

presented in English-like syntax followed by the presentation as required by 

OPS5. 

IF the signal connections are established 

AND the computer has 'echo' set to 'off 

AND the terminal has 'echo' set to 'off 

THEN message is :"echo on computer side needs to be set to 'on'" 

(p ops5::rule 

(goal * signals satisfied) 

(transfer-parameters * name dte-host " echo off) 

(transfer-parameters "name dte-peripheral "echo off) 

(names 'host <h_var>) 

~> 

(write (crlf) (crlf) *3* echo effects ***) 

(write (crlf) (tabto 4)) 

(write the echo feature on <h_yar> side needs to be set to ON) 

(modify 2 'echo on)) 
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3.4.2 The Inference Engine 

The 0PS5 inference engine can be described as a finite state machine 

that performs cycles with three possible action states: match-rules, select-rules, 

and execute rules. In the first state, match-rule, the machine looks for all the 

rules that are satisfied by the current contents of data memory. The com

parison algorithm that performs this task is built into the inference engine. All 

the rule matchings found are potential candidates for execution and are com

monly referred to as a conflict set. The machine then proceeds to the second 

state, select-rules. The select-rules state has to determine which rule to execute. 

The machine then proceeds to the third state, execute-rule, and fires the rule 

selected. After this execution, the machine starts over again at the first state. 

The rules fired usually change working memory. In the next cycle a different 

set of rules will match the data memory contents. This cycle or control 

mechanism is commonly referred to as the recognize-act-cycle. 

OPS5 supports the forward chaining (bottom-up) mechanism to pro

gress from the given information to a goal (hypothesis). Starting from what is 

initially known, the current state of knowledge is used to make a chain of infer

ences until either a goal is reached or a solution is shown to be unattainable. 

In forward chaining mode, the contents of data memory represent what is 

currently known to the system (facts). This is contrasted with the backward 

chaining (top-down) mechanism where the starting point is at the overall goal 

and the system attempts to collect the data that support the hypothesis stated 

by the goal. The distinction between forward-, and backward-chaining is an 

important one. In our problem, it is possible to collect the necessary data 

before we even start with the inference process. Therefore, it makes sense to use 
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the data-driven forward chaining mechanism of OPS5. 

3.5 Task Coordination 

The data-gathering module represented by a C program on the SIE-

VAX and the expert system represented by OPS5 are two independent execut

able programs. However, they both are components of the DCD system. The 

data gathering module precedes OPS5 and can be dealt with as with any other 

C program in a UNIX environment. The last message of the C program tells 

the user how to execute OPS5. The user doesn't need to be concerned about 

details, since a monitoring program written in Franz Lisp takes care of that. A 

copy of the monitoring program is in Appendix B. The monitoring includes 

loading of the OPS5 object code by the Franz Lisp interpreter, loading of the 

knowledge base, loading of the initial data, starting the inference process, and 

informing the user how to access the advice. 



4. RESULTS AND SYSTEM EVALUATION 

How good is the the system's solution-output? To find out, we con

ducted a field test and evaluated its outcome. The DCD-system was designed 

for users who have little previous experience in data communication. Thus, the 

users who performed the system evaluation were from this category (e.g. SIE-

370 students). It is impossible to test all the possible combinations of problems 

that are likely to occur in data communication. Two typical test cases were 

given to the system risers. 18 student teams (2 members/team) participated in 

this evaluation. This created 36 different test cases since the initial conditions 

of the test cases (e.g. settings on the data terminal) were different. 

Let us focus on the tasks that are specific to evaluating this expert 

system. There axe two major subtasks in the evaluation process. First is 

evaluating the accuracy of the system, or in other words: Is the advice given by 

the system sufficient to make the interconnections work? It would be difficult 

to assign a degree of quality to the outcomes since the observable states axe 

only two-fold, either it is working or it is not working. Therefore, we assume 

that the outcomes of the system that lead to a working interconnection satisfy 

our expectations. The second subtask is evaluating the quality of the 

human/computer interaction, or in other words: Is it easy to use the system? 

This evaluation criterion is a measure of the expected frequency of use of the 

system in the future. 

31 
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4.1 Common Examples 

Two different test cases were given to selected system users (SIE-370 

students) and the task instructions were as follows: 

1. Use DCD to design a cable to connect a WYSE data terminal to the 

SIE-VAX and to give advice as to how to 'set-up' the WYSE terminal 

in order to make the interconnection work. Verify the advice! 

2. Use DCD to design a cable to connect a WYSE data terminal to the 

Sytek-port with unit number 7231,0 and to give advice as to how to 

'set-up' the WYSE terminal and the Sytek-port. Verify the advice! 

The DCD program presents questions on the screen and accepts user-

input from a keyboard. A snapshot taken from the human/computer interac

tion might look like this: 

Enter names of equipment involved 

possible choices for computers or DCE's are 

SIE-VAX, VAX1, SYTEK, MODEM , or new-name 

enter name : sie-vax <Ret> 

possible choices for terminals are 

WYSE, ADM3A, or new-name 

enter name : wyse <Ret> 

sie-vax(dte-host) 

general-settings of sie-vax are: 

standard RS-232C 

synchronization asynchronous 



duplexity full-duplex 

hardware-protocol not-required 

software-protocol Xon/Xoff 

wyse (dte-peripheral) 

Question: 

How is the parity set on wyse side? 

legal answers axe [none, even, odd, unknown, ?, or quit] 

enter answer : ? <Ret> 

How is the parity set on ... side? 

The parity bit is used for error checking purposes. 

'none' 

No parity is used in the current mode of transmission. 

(Most DEC-equipment does not use parity). 

'even' 

Complements the number of logic l's to even on source 

as well as on destination side and the result is used 

for comparison. 

'odd' 

Complements the number of logic l's to odd on source 

as well as on destination side and the result is used 

for comparison. 

'quit' terminates the process of asking questions 



and brings you back to the main menu. 

[ Press RETURN to continue ]: <Ret> 
etc. 

A typical sequence of instructions given by the system looks like this : 

+b+ begin of consultation dcd/Thu Apr 3 22:57 1986 +++ 

*1* connection failure *** 

connect cable to wyse 

*2* receive/transmit mismatch *** 

interchange wires on pin-2 and pin-3 of 25-pin connector 

After modification the cable should look as follows 

sie-vax wyse 

TX 2 + + 3 RX 

RX 3 + + 2 TX 

GND 7 + + 7 GND 

*3* data-bits mismatch *** 

adjust data-bits on wyse from 7 to 8 

*3* stop-bits mismatch *** 

adjust number of stop bits on wyse from 1 to 2 

*3* parity mismatch *** 

adjust parity on wyse from even to none 

*3* baud rate mismatch *** 

adjust baud rate on wyse from 1200 to 9600 

+e+ end of consultation +++ 
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4.2 Evaluating the Accuracy of the System 

After verifying the various solution-outputs, most of the users said 

that the advice given by the DCD system was enough to make the interconnec

tions work, since the advice contained step by step instructions which 

explained what was wrong and how to fix it. However, a group of users men

tioned that some of the advice should be more specific (e.g. if the terminal type 

is known the instructions should include how to enter 'set-up' mode). One user 

pointed out that the instruction to connect a cable should follow the advised 

configuration of the cable to be used, not precede it. In an attempt to truly 

test the depth of the DCD system beyond the limited scope of the two test 

cases, one user called on DCD to advise him on connecting a magnetic card 

reader to the SIE-VAX. Much to his pleasure, the system accurately described 

the proper connection. 

4.3 Evaluating the Human/Computer Interaction 

Because of the help-feature provided, the users thought that the DCD 

system was simple, and helpful to use. The directions or questions within the 

program were easy to understand. However, they thought the two executable 

modules of the DCD system (data-gathering and ops5) should be linked 

together to avoid confusion. The display of some information (e.g. settings 

retrieved from the data-base) should be optional. Some guidance is needed to 

run the system the first time but further consultations do not need assistance. 



5. DISCUSSION 

This discussion will include sections comparing OPS5 with M.l, and 

detailing the positive and negative aspects of expert system technology in gen

eral. Directions for future research in presented work are included as well. 

5.1 OPS5 vs. M.l 

I selected OPS5 to be used for our application. However, a subset of 

the problem (creating a cable plan) was also written in M.l, which gives us the 

opportunity of comparing these two tools. Of special interest is a comparison of 

the main features of these tools. These are the user interface, knowledge base, 

and inference engine. After evaluating pros and cons, the decision to use OPS5 

rather than M.l seems justified. However, the problem at hand could have been 

solved by M.l as well and M.l is much easier to learn than 0PS5, especially by 

people who don't have a computer science background. 

The quality of a system's user interface, or in other words, the quality 

of the human/computer interaction, is very crucial for a system's survival. M.l 

has an advantage in this matter since it provides legal value checking which is 

very difficult and cumbersome to implement in OPS5. However, since the 

nature of our problem is such that all the necessary data can be collected 

before we even start with the inference process, we were able to use an indepen

dent module written in C. Our case is special because part of the data is col

lected from a special purpose data-base. Both M.l and OPS5 have the capabil

ity of accessing a data-base, but it is not easy to implement with either of 

them. This reinforces the notion of using an independent data gathering 
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module written in C. Concluding this matter we can say that the 

human/computer interface of M.l is better then that of OPS5, but it would not 

matter in our case since the data were gathered with a program written in C. 

The knowledge base contains the rules to solve the problem at hand. 

There is a difference in the rule implementation of M.l vs. OPS5. M.l's 

knowledge base contains rules in English like phrases that are interpreted by 

M.l and then transformed into PROLOG structures. Thus, in M.l the user can 

concentrate on the nature of the problem (semantic) and not on the syntax 

required by the rule implementation. In OPS5 the rules are reminiscent of 

LISP code. Users not familiar with LISP code have trouble reading and under

standing the content of the rules. Thus, some people say that the OPS5 tool 

does not provide adequate separation of the knowledge base from the mechan

isms of the inference engine. These facts seem to move M.l into a better posi

tion than OPS5, but the easier to use M.l rule syntax is only an advantage for 

somebody who has to learn how to implement rules. For experienced users it 

makes little difference to write either M.l or OPS5 rules. This statement is 

based on my own experience. However, M.l rules have a disadvantage which is 

described as follows. In M.l, a rule is a knowledge base entry of the form "if 

PREMISE then CONCLUSION", where PREMISE is a proposition of the form 

EXPRESSION = VALUE. Propositions may be joined by various combinations 

of Boolean connectors '?nd', 'or', and 'not'. CONCLUSION is also generally 

made up of propositions of the form EXPRESSION = VALUE, but conclusions 

may not conclude values for several different expressions. This handicap is not 

shared by OPS5 where one can have several different expressions in the conclu

sion part of a rule. This can reduce the number of rules dramatically. Variables 
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can be used in the knowledge base of M.l as well as OPS5. The difference is, 

that the domain of the variables in OPS5 is only one single rule, whereas in 

M.l the domain for a variable is the whole knowledge base. It seems appropri

ate to mention here that the use of global variables doesn't improve the reada

bility of the rules. 

The inference engine of M.l has an implemented mechanism that 

deals with uncertainty. Certainty factors can be used in the premise as well as 

in the conclusion paxt of M.l rules. In addition, when M.l presents a question, 

it always accepts the expression 'unknown' as a legal answer. However, the 

problem is that the manual doesn't state clearly what the system is going to do 

with this input. The time of black magic in the software domain should be over 

by now. OPS5, on the other hand, doesn't provide a mechanism that deals with 

uncertainty or unknown answers, but such mechanisms can be implemented in 

the knowledge base. For example, if an answer 'unknown' is given to a ques

tion, then the expression 'unknown' has to appear in the premises of rules in 

the knowledge base. By doing so, the system knows exactly what to do by 

interpreting the conclusion paxt of these rules. In dealing with uncertainties 

different from unknown answers, OPS5 has a handicap compared to M.l. Pro

bability calculations can be implemented in OPS5 but it is cumbersome to do. 

However, this is not a drawback in applying OPS5 to our problem, since the 

nature of the problem is such that the user(s) either know or don't know the 

answers to questions presented by the system. 
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5.2 Positive and Negative Aspects 

A nice feature of expert systems is that they separate the expertise of 

the engineering disciplines from the computer science discipline. Engineers are 

good at solving problems in their domain but for the most part are not very 

experienced in implementing their ideas using computer languages. However, 

they have fewer difficulties in creating rules in an English-like syntax which 

apply to their problem at hand. These rules axe 'fed' into an inference engine 

provided by the computer science people. This inference engine is a sophisti

cated knowledge encoding program that tries to derive a solution to a given 

problem by 'firing' the rules. In short, we can say that the separation of exper

tise has the consequence that the domain experts can concentrate on what they 

axe good at and this reduces the time required to derive solutions to problems. 

Creating an expert system also has an effect on its creator(s). I can tell from 

my own experience that some areas of my expertise that were formerly fuzzy to 

me became clear. The development of the DCD system improved my own 

knowledge about data communication. 

The general idea of AI is to make theories of various domains fit 

empirical computation. However, there are problems with this approach. Johan 

de Kleer of Xerox Research pointed out that about 10,000 rules are needed to 

trouble shoot simple electrical circuits. How do you structure 10,000 rules and 

where do you put them? Well, you just don't know. And even by having these 

10,000 rules you can't be sure that you haven't missed some set of faults. The 

rule approach is perhaps an attempt to crack a nut with an sledge hammer. In 

our case, the DCD system has only about 60 rules and is therefore less extreme. 

But we have no assurance that there is sufficient advice to solve all the 
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problems that are likely to occur in the defined domain. So don't send away my 

human trouble shooter yet. 

My personal opinion is that expert systems are an excellent engineer

ing tool but they do not and will not replace human experts. 

5.3 Future Research 

The problem domain presented here was narrowly defined. Currently 

we only deal with the mechanical, electrical and functional characteristics of 

the data communication domain. The work could be extended to deal with the 

procedural characteristics as well. For example, some computer systems have 

terminal emulation capabilities. To use this terminal emulation mode, the user 

has to follow specific procedures and will most likely encounter problems by 

trying to follow them. Another example is the login/logout procedure to begin 

and end a session on a computer. In both examples, an extended version of 

DCD could make life easier for the people who need help. 



6. CONCLUSIONS 

As a test of my DCD system a selected graduate student (Musa 

J afar) tried to connect a WYSE terminal to the SIE-VAX and a WYSE termi

nal to the Sytek net using manuals only. The time he needed to establish the 

connection was about three times longer (1.5 hours) than the time used by the 

undergraduate students (0.5 hours) who established the same connection by 

consulting the DCD system. The difficulties encountered by using the manuals 

can be summarized in three problem descriptions. First, the terminology used 

by the manufacturers of the equipment to describe the functions of their pro

duct varies among manufacturers even in describing equivalent functions. For 

example the DCD element-class 'pin settings' was called 'hardware installation' 

by the manufacturer of the WYSE data terminal and 'pin connections' by the 

manufacturer of the Sytek box. Second, the manuals do not tell the reader the 

order of importance of the actions necessary to establish a connection. For 

example if one needs to change the QUIET parameter on the Sytek box it is 

absolutely essential that the hardware connection is already working. Facts like 

that are not obvious for beginners in data communication. Third, even though 

the manuals present the facts to the reader it is not always obvious what to do 

with these facts. For example the manual will say 'echo' should be OFF. The 

textbook would explain why, and a human expert would tell yoa to go into 

'set-up' mode and turn it off. The DCD system could be characterized as an 

'interactive textbook' that provides easy access to information required by the 

user. The expression 'interactive textbook' was first used by A. Terry Bahill, 

Professor of Systems and Industrial Engineering, University of Arizona. 
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Wayne Wymore, the founder of the Systems and Industrial Engineer

ing Department of the University of Arizona stated, "The responsibilities of 

systems engineers include the design and analysis of man/machine/software 

systems." In this thesis I tried to live up to these responsibilities by designing 

and building a software system that contained components that required 

engineering development, and a commercially available expert system shell. 

Again in Wymore's words the system requirements can be categorized in, "I/O, 

technology, I/O performance, utilization of resources, tradeoff, and system 

test." The I/O part of the system allows the user to interact with the system 

and to store and retrieve data to and from a data-base. The quality of the I/O 

performance is crucial to a system, therefore in this thesis special attention was 

given to making it easy for users to interact with the DCD system. The newly 

emerged expert system technology is an integral part of the DCD system. By 

applying this technology it became possible to derive solutions to data com

munication problems by simply using if-then rules. These if-then rules were 

separated from the inference engine and contained my knowledge about the 

data communication domain. After building the DCD system, I believe that 

expert system technology will be widely applied in the future by engineers who 

have to cope with problems that can be solved using heuristics and rules of 

thumb. A system test was conducted where an evaluation of the accuracy and 

of the quality of the human/computer interaction proved that the DCD sys

tem was helpful and easy to use. Finally I would like to mention that I gained 

some valuable experience by completing this thesis and I believe that the work 

was worth while. I also hope to encourage some readers of this thesis to apply 

the expert system technology in their respective problem domains. 



APPENDIX A: 0PS5 KNOWLEDGE BASE 

;+++++++++++ 
;DECLARATION 
;+++++++++++ 

(literalize names 
host 
peripheral) 

(literalize object 
name 
type 
connected 
session-initiated 
used-before 
standard 
synchronization 
duplexity 
hardware-protocol 
software-protocol 

) 

(literalize sytek 
unit 
privilege ) 

(literalize signals 
name 
mapping 
pinl 
pin2 
pin3 
data-state 
pin4 
pin5 
pin6 
pin7 
pin8 
pin20 
control-state 
echo ) 

(literalize transfer-parameters 
name 
datarbits 
stop-bits 
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parity 
baud ) 

(literalize goal 
requirements 
signals 
transfer-parameters 
status ) 

;+++++ 
;RULES 
;+++++ 

;Rules for general control 

(p gcol 
. (object "name dte-host "connected no) 

(names "host <h_var>) 
--> 

(write (crlf) (crlf) *1* connection failure ***) 
(write (crlfj (tabto 5) connect cable to <h_var>) 
(modify 1 "connected yes)) 

(p gco2 
(object "name dte-peripheral "connected no) 
(names "peripheral <p_var>) 
-> 
(write fcrlf) fcrlf) *1* connection failure **-*) 
(write (crlfj (tabto 5) connect cable to <p_var>) 
(modify 1 "connected yes)) 

(p gco3 
(object " name dte-peripheral " session-initiated no) 
(names "peripheral <p_var>) 
--> 

write (crlf) fcrlf) *1* initiation problem ***) 
write (crlfj (tabto 5) initiate transfer process e.g. 
press a key) 
write on <p_var>) 
modify 1 "session-initiated yes)) 

(p gco4 

iobject "name dte-host "standard {<ivarl> <> unknown}) 
object "name dte-peripheral "standard j<ivar2> <> unknown}) 
object "name dte-peripheral "standard {<ivar2> <> <ivarl>}j 
names "host <h_var> "peripheral <p_var>) 
-> 
(write (crlf) (crlf) *1* standard mismatch ***) 
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(write (crlf) (tabto 5) change standard on <p_var> side to 
<ivarl>) 
fwrite fcrlfl ftabto 5 )  or) 
(write (crlf) (tabto 5) change standard on <h_var> side to 
<ivar2>) 
(modify 2 "standard <ivarl>)) 

(p gco4::l 

iobject "name dte-host 'standard {<ivarl> = unknown}) 
object "name dte-peripheral "standard {<ivar2> <> unknown}) 
names "host <h_var>) 
-> 

(write (crlf) (crlf) *1* standard mismatch ***) 
fwrite (crlf) (tabto 4)) 
(write make sure that standard on <h_var> side is <ivar2>) 
(modify 1 "standard <ivar2>)) 

(p gco4::2 

iobject "name dte-host "standard {<ivarl> <> unknown}) 
object "name dte-peripheral "standard {<ivar2> = unknown}) 
names "peripheral <p_var>) 
-> 
(write (crlfl (crlf) *1* standard mismatch ***) 
(write (crlf) (tabto 4)) 
fwrite make sure that standard on <p_var> side is <ivarl>) 
(modify 2 "standard <ivarl>)) 

(p gco4::3 

Iobject "name dte-host "standard {<ivarl> = unknown}) 
object "name dte-peripheral "standard {<ivar2> = unknown}) 
names "host <h_var> "peripheral <p_var>) 
-> 
fwrite (crlf} fcrlf) *1* standard dilema ***) 
I write (crlf) (tabto 5) find out what the standards on ) 
fwrite <h var> and <p_var> side are) 
(write (crlfj (tabto 5) I assume that we have to deal 
with RS-232C s) 
(modify 1 " standard RS-232C) 
(modify 2 "standard RS-232C)) 

(p gco5 

!

object "name dte-host "synchronization {<tvarl> <> unknown}) 
object "name dte-peripheral "synchronization {<tvar2> <> unknown}) 
object "name dte-peripheral "synchronization {<tvar2> <> <tvarl>}) 
names "host <h_var> "peripheral <p_var>) 
-> 

Iwrite (crlf) (crlf) *1* synchronization mismatch ***) 
write (crlf) (tabto 4)) 
write change synchronization on <p_var> side to <tvarl>) 
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iwrite (crlf) (tabto 5) or) 
write (crlf) (tabto 4j) 
write change synchronization on <h var> side to <tvar2>) 
modify 2 'synchronization <tvarl>JJ 

(p gco5::l 

iobject "name dte-host 'synchronization {<tvaxl> = unknown}) 
object 'name dte-peripheral 'synchronization {<tvar2> <> unknown}) 
names 'host <h_var>) 
-> 
(write (crlfl (crlf) *1* synchronization mismatch ***) 
(write (crlfj (tabto 4)) 
(write make sure that synchronization on <h_var> side is <tvar2>) 
(modify 1 'synchronization <tvar2>)) 

(p gco5::2 

!

object 'name dte-host 'synchronization {<tvarl> <> unknown}) 
object 'name dte-peripheral 'synchronization {<tvar2> = unknown}) 
names 'peripheral <p_var>) 
-> 

!

write (crlf) (crlf) *1* synchronization mismatch ***) 
write (crlf) (tabto 4)) 
write make sure that synchronization on <p_var> side is <tvarl>) 
modify 2 'synchronization <tvarl>)) 

(p gco5::3 

iobject 'name dte-host 'synchronization {<tvarl> = unknown}) 
object 'name dte-peripheral 'synchronization {<tvar2> = unknown}) 
names 'host <h_var> 'peripheral <p_var>) 

-> 

!

write (crlf) (crlf) *1* synchronization dilema ***) 
write (crlf) (tabto 5) find out what the synchronization on ) 
write <h var> and <p_var> side is) 
write (crffj (tabto 5) I assume it is asynchronous on both sides) 
modify 1 'synchronization asynchronous) 
modify 2 'synchronization asynchronous)) 

(p gco6 
(object 'name dte-host 'duplexity {<tvarl> <> unknown}) 
(object 'name dte-peripheral "duplexity 
{<tvar2> <> unknown}) 
(object 'name dte-peripheral 'duplexity 
{<tvar2> <> <tvarl>}) 
(names 'host <h_var> 'peripheral <p_var>) 
-> 

iwrite (crlf) (crlf) *1* duplexity mismatch ***) 
write (crlfj (tabto 4)) 
write change duplexity on <p_var> side to <tvarl>) 
write (crlf) (tabto 5) or) 
write (crlfj (tabto 4)) 
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(write change duplexity on <h var> side to <tvar2>) 
(modify 2 " duplexity <tvarl>|J 

(p gco6::l 
(object "name dte-host "duplexity {<tvarl> = unknown}) 
object " name dte-peripheral " duplexity 
"<tvar2> <> unknown}) 
names "host <h_var>) 

--> 

(write (crlf) (crlf) *1* duplexity mismatch ***) 
(write (crlf) (tabto 4)) 
(write make sure duplexity on <h_var> side is <tvax2>) 
(modify 1 "duplexity <tvar2>)) 

(p gco6::2 
fobject "name dte-host "duplexity {<tvarl> <> unknown}) 
(object "name dte-peripheral "duplexity 
{<tvar2> = unknown}) 
(names "peripheral <p_var>) 
-> 
(write (crlfl (crlf) *1* duplexity mismatch ***) 
(write (crlf) (tabto 4)) 
(write make sure duplexity on <p_var> side is <tvarl>) 
(modify 2 "duplexity <tvarl>)) 

(p gco6::3 
"duplexity {<tvarl> = unknown}) 

)heral "duplexity 

• "peripheral <p_var>) 
-> 

i
write (crlf) (crlf) *1* duplexity dilema ***) 
write (crlf) (tabto 4)) 
write find out what the duplexity on <h_var> and <p_var>) 
write side is) 
write (crlf) (tabto 4)) 
write I assume that it is full-duplex on both sides) 
modify 1 " duplexity full-duplex) 
modify 2 "duplexity full-duplex)) 

(p gco7 

iobject "name dte-host "software-protocol <svar>) 
object "name dte-peripheral "software-protocol <> <svar>) 
names "peripheral <p_var>) 
-> 

1write (crlf) (crlf) *1* software protocol mismatch ***) 
write (crlf) (tabto 4)) 
write adjust software protocol on <p var> side to <svar>) 
modify 2 "software-protocol <svar>JJ" 

] 
[<tvax2> = unknown H 



(p gco8 

igoal "requirements not-satisfied) 
object "name dte-host 

A connected yes 
"standard <ivar> 
"synchronization <tvar> 
"duplexity <dvar> 
"software-protocol <svaj>) 

(object "name dte-peripheral 
"connected yes 
"standard = <ivar> 
"synchronization = <tvar> 
"duplexity = <dvar> 
"software-protocol = <svar>) 

-> 

(modify 1 "requirements satisfied)) 

(p gco9 
(goal " signals satisfied 

"transfer-parameters satisfied 
"status not-satisfied) 

-> 

!

write (crlf) (crlf) +e+ end of consultation +++) 
modify 1 "status satisfied) 
closefile action)) 

; rules for signals 

(psigl 
(goal " requirements satisfied) 
(signals "name dte-host "pin2 transmit-data) 
(signals "name dte-peripheral "pin2 transmit-data) 
(signals "name dee "mapping 2-2) 
(signals " data-state not-satisfied) 
(names "host <h_var> "peripheral <p_var>) 
-> 
write (crlf) (crlf) *2* receive/transmit mismatch ***) 
write (crlf) (tabto 5) interchange wires on pin-2 and pin-3) 
write of 25-pin connector) 
write (crlf) (crlf) (tabto 4)) 
write After modification the cable should look as follows) 
write (crlf) (crlf) (tabto 4)) 
write (tabto 15) <h_var> (tabto 39) <p_var>) 
write (crlfl) 
write (crlf) (tabto 13) TX 2 H H 3 RX) 
write (crlf) (tabto 13) RX 3 H f- 2 TX) 
write (crlf) (tabto 12) GND 7 H 1- 7 GND) 
write (crlfj (crlf) (tabto 4)) 
write Pins 4 5 6 8 and 20 of <h_var> and <p_var> should be) 



!

write (crlf) (tabto 4)) 
write connected to each other as well) 
modify 4 " mapping 2-3) 
modify 5 " data-state satisfied)) 

(p sigl::l 

!

goal "requirements satisfied) 
signals "name dte-host "pin2 transmit-data) 
signals "name dte-peripheral "pin2 transmit-data) 
signals "name dee "mapping unknown) 
signals " data-state not-satisfied) 
names "host <h_var> "peripheral <p_var>) 
-> 

write (crlf) (crlf) *2* pin connections ***) 
write (crlf) (tabto 4)) 
write The cable used for interconnection should look as follows) 
write (crlf) (crlf) (tabto 4)) 

tabto 15) <h_var> (tabto 39) <p_var>) (write 
(write 
(write 
(write 
(write 
(write 

tabto 13) TX 2 +- 3 RX) 
2 TX) 
+ 7 GND) 

tabto 13) RX 3 H 
tabto 12) GND 7 +-
crlf) (tabto 4)) 

write Pins 4 5 6 8 and 20 of <h_var> and <p_var> should be) 
write (crlf) (tabto 4)) 

(write connected to each other as well) 
(modify 4 " mapping 2-3) 
(modify 5 "data-state satisfied)) 

(P sig2 

Igoal " requirements satisfied) 
signals " name dte-host " pin2 transmit-data) 
signals "name dte-peripheral "pin3 transmit-data) 
signals "name dee "mapping 2-3) 
signals "data-state not-satisfied) 
names "host <h_var> "peripheral <p_var>) 

~> 

write (crlf) (crlf) *2* receive/transmit mismatch ***) 
write (crlf) (tabto 5) interchange wires on pin-2 and pin-3) 
write of 25-pin connector) 
write (crlf) (crlf) (tabto 4)) 
write After modification the cable should look as follows) 
write 
write 
write 
write 
write 
write 
write 
write 

crlf) (crlf) (tabto 4)) 
tabto 15) <h_var> (tabto 39) <p_var>) 

... +  

tabto 13) TX 2 
tabto 13) RX 3 
tabto 12) GND 
crlf) (tabto 4)) 
5 6 8 and 20 of <h_var> and <p_var> should be) 

+— 
7 +• 

2 RX) 
3 TX 
f 7 GND) 



!

write (crlf) (tabto 4)) 
write connected to each other as well) 
modify 4 "mapping 2-2) 
modify 5 "data-state satisfied)) 

(p sig2::l 
(goal A requirements satisfied) 
[signals "name dte-host "pin2 transmit-data) 
(signals "name dte-peripheral "pin3 transmit-data) 
[signals "name dee "mapping unknown) 
[signals " data-state not-satisfied) 
(names "host <h_var> "peripheral <p_var>) 
-> 

Write (crlf) (crlf) *2* pin connections ***) 
write (crlf) (tabto 4)) 
write The cable used for interconnection should look as follows) 
write (crlf) (crlf) (tabto 4)) 
write [tabto 15) <h_var> (tabto 39) <p_var>) 

[write [crlf)) 
[write [crlfj (tabto 13) TX 2 H —I- 2 RX) 
[write (crlf) [tabto 13) RX 3 -) H 3 TX) 
[write [crlfj [tabto 12) GND 7 H h 7 GND) 
[write (crlf) (crlf) (tabto 4)) 
write Pins 4 5 6 8 and 20 of <h_var> and <p_yar> should be) 
write (crlf) (tabto 4)) 

[write connected to each other as well) 
[modify 4 " mapping 2-2) 
(modify 5 " data-state satisfied)) 

(p sig3 
(goal " requirements satisfied) 
[signals "name dte-host "pin2 receive-data) 
[signals "name dte-peripheral "pin2 receive-data) 
[signals "name dee "mapping 2-2) 
[signals "data-state not-satisfied) 
(names "host <h_var> "peripheral <p_var>) 
-> 

(write (crlf) (crlf) *2* receive/transmit mismatch ***) 
[write (crlfj [tabto 5) interchange wires on pin-2 and pin-3) 
(write of 25-pin connector) 
(write (crlf) (crlf) (tabto 4)) 
[write After modification the cable should look as follows) 
[write 
[write 
[write 
[write 
[write 
[write 
[write 
(write 

crlf) (crlf) (tabto 4)) 
tabto 15) <h_var> (tabto 39) <p_var>) 

tabto 13 
tabto 13 
tabto 12 

RX 2 +• 
TX 3 +• 
GND 7 

crlf) (tabto 4)) 

TX) 
RX) 
7 GND) 

ins 4 5 6 8 and 20 of <h_var> and <p_var> should be) 



(write (crlf) (tabto 4)) 
(write connected to each other as well) 
(modify 4 * mapping 2-3) 
(modify 5 " data-state satisfied)) 

(p sig3::l 

!

goal " requirements satisfied) 
signals 'name dte-host "pin2 receive-data) 
signals "name dte-peripheral "pin2 receive-data) 
signals * name dee " mapping unknown) 
signals "data-state not-satisfied) 
names "host <h_var> "peripheral <p_var>) 
-> 

(write (crlf) (crlf) *2* pin connections ***) 
(write (crlf) (tabto 4)) 
(write The cable used for interconnection should look as follows) 
(write (crlf) (crlf) (tabto 4)) 
(write (tabto 15) <h_var> (tabto 39) <p_var>) 
(write (crlf)) 
(write (crlfl (tabto 13) RX 2 H h 3 TX) 
(write (crlfl (tabto 13) TX 3 H h 2 RX) 
(write (crlf) (tabto 12) GND 7 H 1- 7 GND) 
(write (crlf) (crlf) (tabto 4)) 
(write Pins 4 5 6 8 and 20 of <h_var> and <p_var> should be) 
(write (crlf) (tabto 4)) 
(write connected to each other as well) 
(modify 4 " mapping 2-3) 
(modify 5 "data-state satisfied)) 

(p sig4 
(goal * requirements satisfied) 
(signals "name dte-host "pin2 receive-data) 
(signals "name dte-peripheral "pin3 receive-data) 
(signals "name dee "mapping 2-3) 
(signals " data-state not-satisfied) 
(names "host <h_var> "peripheral <p_var>) 
~> 

(write (crlf) (crlf) *2* receive/transmit mismatch ***) 
(write (crlf) (tabto 5) interchange wires on pin-2 and pin-3) 
(write of 25-pin connector) 
(write (crlf) (crlf) (tabto 4)) 
(write After modification the cable should look as follows) 
(write (crlf) (crlf) (tabto 4)) 
(write (tabto 15) <h_var> (tabto 39) <p_var>) 
(write (crlf)) 
(write (crlfl (tabto 13) RX 2 -I (- 2 TX) 
(write (crlf) (tabto 13) TX 3 H h 3 RX) 
(write (crlf) (tabto 12 GND 7 -1 h 7 GND) 
(write (crlfj (crlf) (tabto 4)) 
(write Pins 4 5 6 8 and 20 of <h_var> and <p_var> should be) 
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!

write (crlf) (tabto 4)) 
write connected to each other as well) 
modify 4 "mapping 2-2) 
modify 5 * data-state satisfied)) 

(p sig4::l 

!

goal " requirements satisfied) 
signals "name dte-host "pin2 receive-data) 
signals "name dte-peripheral "pin3 receive-data) 
signals "name dee "mapping unknown) 
signals "data-state not-satisfied) 
names "host <h_var> "peripheral <p_var>) 
-> 

(write (crlfl (crlf) *2* pin connections ***) 
(write (crlf) (tabto 4)) 
(write The cable used for interconnection should look as follows) 
(write (crlf) (crlf) (tabto 4)) 
(write (tabto 15) <h_var> (tabto 39) <p_var>) 
(write (crlfl) 
(write (crlfl (tabto 13) RX 2 H h 2 TX) 
(write (crlfl (tabto 13) TX 3 H b 3 RX) 
(write (crlfl (tabto 12) GND 7 -\ 1- 7 GND) 
(write (crlfj (crlf) (tabto 4)) 
(write Pins 4 5 6 8 and 20 of <h_var> and <p_var> should be) 
(write (crlf) (tabto 4)) 
(write connected to each other as well) 
(modify 4 " mapping 2-2) 
(modify 5 "data-state satisfied)) 

(p sig4::2 

!

goal "requirements satisfied) 
signals "name dte-host "pin2 unknown) 
signals "name dte-peripheral "pin2 <> unknown) 
signals "name dte-peripheral "pin2 <pp2> "pin3 <pp3> "pin7 <pp7>) 
signals "data-state not-satisfied) 
names "host <h_var> "peripheral <p_var>) 

--> 

iwrite (crlfl (crlf) *2* pin connections ***) 
write (crlfj (tabto 4)) 
write The functions of the pins on <h_var> side are unknown) 
write (crlf) (tabto 4)) 
write The principle we use to solve this problem is trial 
and error) 
write (crlf) (crlf) (tabto 4)) 
write Try the following arrangement first) 
write (crlf) (crlf)) 
write (tabto 13) <h_var> (tabto 36) <p_var>) 
write (crlfl) 
write (crlfl (tabto 14) 2 -I H 2 <pp2>) 
write (crlfj (tabto 14) 3 H f- 3 <pp3>) 



(write (crlfl (tabto 14) 7 H (- 7 <pp7>) 
(write (crlfj (crlf) (tabto 4)) 
[write Pins 4 5 6 8 and 20 of <h_var> and <p_var> should be) 
(write (crlf) (tabto 4)) 
(write connected to each other as well) 
fwrite (crlf) (crlf) (tabto 4)) 
(write In case of failure try the next arrangement) 
fwrite fcrlf) (crlf)) 
fwrite (tabto 13) <h_var> (tabto 36) <p_var>) 
fwrite [crlfl) 
fwrite [crlfj (tabto 14) 3 H h 2 <pp2>) 
[write [crlfj [tabto 141 2 H (- 3 <pp3>j 
[write [crlfj [tabto 14) 7 ^ h 7 <pp7>) 
fwrite (crlfj (crlf) (tabto 4)) 
[write Pins 4 5 6 8 and 20 of <h_var> and <p_var> should be) 
fwrite (crlf) (tabto 4)) 
[write connected to each other as well) 
[modify 5 A data-state satisfied)) 

(p sig4::3 
(goal A requirements satisfied) 
[signals "name dte-host Apin2 <> unknown) 
[signals "name dte-peripheral Apin2 unknown) 
(signals "name dte-host "pin2 <hp2> "pin3 <hp3> Apin7 <hp7>) 
[signals "data-state not-satisfied) 
(names "host <h_var> 'peripheral <p_var>) 
-> 

iwrite (crlf) (crlf) *2* pin connections ***) 
write (crlf) (tabto 4)) 
write The functions of the pins on <p_var> side are unknown) 
write (crlf) (tabto 4)) 
write The principle we use to solve this problem is trial 
and error) 

fwrite (crlf) (crlf) (tabto 4)) 
[write Try the following arrangement first) 
[write (crlf) (crlf)) 
[write [tabto 13) <h_var> (tabto 36) <p_var>) 
[write [crlf)) 
[write [crlfj <hp2> (tabto 15) 2 H h 2) 
[write [crlfj <hp3> [tabto 151 3 H (- 3j 
[write [crlfj <hp7> (tabto 15) 7 H 1- 7) 
fwrite (crlf) (crlf) (tabto 4)) 
[write Pins 4 5 6 8 and 20 of <h_var> and <p_yar> should be) 
fwrite (crlf) (tabto 4)) 
[write connected to each other as well) 
fwrite (crlf) (crlf) (tabto 4)) 
[write In case of failure try the next arrangement) 
[write (crlf) (crlf)) 
[write [tabto 13) <h_var> (tabto 36) <p_var>) 
(write (crlf)) 



(write (crlf) <hp2> (tabto 151 2 H h 31 
[write (crlf) <hp3> (tabto 15) 3 H 1- 21 
(write (crlf) <hp7> (tabto 15) 7 H 1- 7) 
(write (crlf) (crlf) (tabto 4)) 
(write Pins 4 5 6 8 and 20 of <h_var> and <p_var> should be) 
(write (crlf) (tabto 4)) 
(write connected to each other as well) 
(modify 5 "data-state satisfied)) 

(p sig4::4 
(goal * requirements satisfied) 
(signals 'name dte-host *pin2 unknown) 
(signals * name dte-peripheral " pin2 unknown) 
(signals 'name dte-host "pin2 <hp2> "pin3 <hp3> "pin7 <hp7>) 
(signals "data-state not-satisfied) 
(names "host <h_var> "peripheral <p_var>) 
-> 
(write (crlfl (crlf) *2* pin connections ***) 
(write (crlfj (tabto 4)) 
(write The functions of the pins on <h_var> and <p_var> side are 
unknown) 

(write (crlf) (tabto 4)) 
(write The principle we use to solve this problem is trial and error) 
(write (crlf) (crlf) (tabto 4)) 
(write Try the following arrangement first) 
(write (crlf) (crlf)) 
(write 
(write 
(write 
(write 
(write 
(write 
(write 

tabto 13) <h_var> (tabto 36) <p_var>) 

tabto 15) 
tabto 15) 
tabto 15) 

2 +• 
3 +• 
7 +• 

2) 
3) 
7) 

crlf) (tabto 4)) 
4 5 6 8 and 20 of <h_var> and <p_var> should be) 

write (crlf) (tabto 4)) 
write connected to each other as well) 
Write (crlf) (crlf) (tabto 4)) 
write In case of failure try the next arrangement) 

(write 
(write 
(write 
(write 
(write 
(write 
(write 
(write 

crlf) (crlf)) 
tabto 13) <h_var> (tabto 36) <p_var>) 

tabto 15) 2 
tabto 15) 3 
tabto 15) 7 

3) 
2) 
7) 

'ins 
crlf) (tabto 4)) 

4 5 6 8 and 20 of <h_var> and <p_var> should be) 
Write (crlf) (tabto 4)) 
write connected to each other as well) 
modify 5 " data-state satisfied)) 

(p sig5 



goal * requirements satisfied) 
signals " data-state not-satisfied) 
-> 

(modify 2 "data-state satisfied)) 

(p sig6 

igoal 'requirements satisfied) 
object "name dte-host "hardware-protocol required) 
signals "data-state satisfied) 
signals "control-state not-satisfied) 
names "host <h_var>) 

--> 

fwrite (crlf) fcrlf) *2* hardware protocol not satisfied ***) 
(write (crlf} (tabto 5) shortconnect pin 4-5-8 and 6-20 on 
<h var> side) 
(moHify 4 "control-state satisfied)) 

(p sig6::l 

!

goal "requirements satisfied) 
object " name dte-host " hardware-protocol required) 
signals "data-state satisfied) 
signals "control-state not-satisfied) 
names "host = sytek) 
names "host <h_var> "peripheral <p_var>) 
-> 
write (crlf) (crlf) *2* hardware protocol ***) 
write (crlf) (tabto 4)) 
write The pins 4 6 8 and 20 should be interconnected like this) 
write fcrlf) (crlf)) 
write (tabto 15) <h_var> (tabto 39) <p_var>) 
write [crlf)) 
write fcrlf} (tabto 15} 4 H 1- 4} 
write [crlfj [tabto 15) 5 H 1- 51 
write (crlf) ftabto 15) 6 H H 6) 
write fcrlf) [tabto 15) 8 H h 8) 
write (crlfj (tabto 14) 20 H 1- 20) 
modify 4 "control-state satisfied)) 

(p sig6::2 

!

goal " requirements satisfied) 
object "name dte-host "hardware-protocol required) 
signals " data-state satisfied) 
signals "control-state not-satisfied) 
names "host = modem) 
names "host <h_var> "peripheral <p_var>) 
-> 

(write (crlf) (crlf) *2* hardware protocol ***) 
fwrite (crlfj [tabto 4)) 
[write The pins 4 6 8 and 20 should be interconnected like this) 
(write (crlf) (crlf)) 



(write (tabto 15) <h_var> (tabto 39) <p_var>) 
(write (crlfl) 
(write [crlfj (tabto 15l 4 H H 4) 
(write (crlfj (tabto 151 5 H 1- 5) 
(write (crlfj (tabto 15j 6 H (- 61 
(write (crlfj (tabto 15) 8 H 1- 8) 
(write (crlf) (tabto 14) 20 H h 20) 
(modify 4 "control-state satisfied)) 

(p sig7 
(goal "requirements satisfied) 
(object " name dte-peripheral " hardware-protocol required) 
(signals " data-state satisfied) 
(signals "control-state not-satisfied) 
(names "peripheral <p_var>) 
-> 

!

write (crlf) (crlf) *2* hardware protocol not satisfied ***) 
write (crlfj (tabto 4)) 
write shortconnect pin 4-5-8 and 6-20 on <p_var> side) 
modify 4 "control-state satisfied)) 

(p sig8 

igoal " requirements satisfied) 
signals "control-state not-satisfied) 
signals " data-state satisfied) 
-> 

(modify 2 "control-state satisfied)) 

(p sig9 
(goal "requirements satisfied "signals not-satisfied) 
(signals " data-state satisfied " control-state satisfied) 
-> 

(modify 1 "signals satisfied)) 

;Rules for transfer parameters 

(p paxl 
(goal " signals satisfied) 
(transfer-parameters "name dte-host "data-bits 
{<dvarl> <> unknown}) 
(transfer-parameters "name dte-peripheral "data-bits 
{<dvar2> <> unknown}) 
(transfer-parameters "name dte-peripheral "data-bits <> <dvarl>) 
(names "peripheral <p_var>) 
-> 
(write (crlf} (crlf) *3* data-bits mismatch ***) 
(write (crlf) (tabto 5) adjust data-bits on <p_yar> from <dvar2>) 
(write to <dvarl>) 
(modify 3 "data-bits <dvarl>)) 



(p parl::l 
(goal " signals satisfied) 
(transfer-parameters Aname dte-host "data-bits 
{<dvarl> = unknown}) 
(transfer-parameters 'name dte-peripheral "data-bits 
{<dvar2> <> unknown}) 
(names 'host <h_var>) 
-> 
(write (crlf) (crlf) *3* data-bits mismatch ***) 
(write (crlf) (tabto 4)) 
(write make sure'that the number of data-bits on <h_var> side is) 
[write <dvar2>) 
(write (crlf) (tabto 4)) 
(write if this is not the case then you will have to adjust 
accordingly) 

(modify 2 "data-bits <dvar2>)) 

(p parl::2 
(goal "signals satisfied) 
(transfer-parameters "name dte-host "data-bits 
|<dvarl> <> unknown}) 
(transfer-parameters "name dte-peripheral "data-bits 
{<dvar2> = unknown}) 
(names "peripheral <p_var>) 
-> 

iwrite (crlfl (crlf) *3* data-bits mismatch ***) 
write (crlf) (tabto 4)) 
write make sure that the number of data-bits on <p_var> side is) 
write <dvarl>) 
write (crlf) (tabto 4)) 
write if this is not the case then you will have to adjust 

accordingly) 
(modify 3 "data-bits <dvarl>)) 

(p parl::3 
(goal " signals satisfied) 
(transfer-parameters "name dte-host "data-bits 
{<dvarl> = unknown}) 
(transfer-parameters "name dte-peripheral "data-bits 
{<dvar2> = unknown}) 
(names "host <h_var> "peripheral <p_var>) 
-> 
write (crlf) (crlf) *3* data-bits dilema ***) 
write (crlf) (tabto 4)) 
write nnd out what the number of data-bits on either <h_var> or) 
write (crlf) (tabto 4)) 
write <p var> side is and adjust the other side to the same number) 
modify 2~* data-bits 8) 
modify 3 "data-bits 8)) 



(p par2 
(goal A signals satisfied) 
transfer-parameters "name dte-host "stop-bits 
<svarl> <> unknown}) 
transfer-parameters "name dte-peripheral "stop-bits 
<svar2> <> unknown}) 
transfer-parameters 'name dte-peripheral "stop-bits <> <svarl>) 
names 'peripheral <p_var>) 
-> 
(write fcrlfl fcrlf) *3* stop-bits mismatch ***) 
(write fcrlf) (tabto 5) adjust number of stop bits on <p_var>) 
(write from <svar2> to <svarl>) 
(modify 3 "stop-bits <svarl>)) 

(p par2::l 
(goal " signals satisfied) 
(transfer-parameters "name dte-host "stop-bits 
{<svarl> = unknown}) 
(transfer-parameters "name dte-peripheral "stop-bits 
{<svar2> <> unknown}) 
(names "host <h_var>) 
-> 

!

write (crlf) (crlf) *3* stop-bits mismatch ***) 
write (crlfj (tabto 4)) 
write make sure that the number of stop-bits on <h_var> side is) 
write <svar2>) 
write (crlf) (tabto 4)) 
write if this is not the case then you will have to adjust 
accordingly) 

(modify 2 "stop-bits <svar2>)) 

(p par2::2 
(goal "signals satisfied) 
(transfer-parameters "name dte-host "stop-bits 
{<svarl> <> unknown}) 
(transfer-parameters "name dte-peripheral "stop-bits 
{<svar2> = unknown}) 
(names "peripheral <p_var>) 
-> 

(write (crlf) (crlf) *3* stop-bits mismatch ***) 
(write (crlfj (tabto 4)) 
(write make sure that the number of stop-bits on <p_var> side is) 
(write <svarl>) 
(write (crlf) (tabto 4)) 
(write if this is not the case then you will have to adjust 
accordingly) 

(modify 3 "stop-bits <svarl>)) 

(p par2::3 
(goal "signals satisfied) 



(transfer-parameters "name dte-host "stop-bits {<svarl> = unknown}) 
(transfer-parameters "name dte-peripheral "stop-bits 
{<svar2> = unknown}) 
(names "host <h_var> "peripheral <p_var>) 
-> 
(write (crlf) (crlf) *3* stop-bits dilema ***) 
(write (crlf) (tabto 4)) 
(write nnd out what the number of stop-bits on either <h_var> or) 
(write (crlf) (tabto 4)) 
(write <p var> side is and adjust the other side to the same number) 
( m o d i f y  2 ~ * s t o p - b i t s  2 )  
(modify 3 "stop-bits 2)) 

(p par3 
(goal "signals satisfied) 
(transfer-parameters "name dte-host "paxity {<pvarl> <> unknown}) 
(transfer-parameters "name dte-peripheral "parity 
{<pvar2> <> unknown}) 
(transfer-parameters "name dte-peripheral "paxity <> <pvarl>) 
(names "peripheral <p_var>) 
-> 
(write (crlf) (crlf) *3* parity mismatch ***) 
(write (crlf) (tabto 5) adjust parity on <p_var> from <pvar2>) 
(write to <pvarl>) 
(modify 3 "parity <pvarl>)) 

(p par3::l 
(goal " signals satisfied) 
(transfer-parameters "name dte-host "parity {<pvarl> = unknown}) 
(transfer-parameters "name dte-peripheral "parity 
{<pvax2> <> unknown}) 
(names "host <h_var>) 
-> 

!

write (crlf) (crlf) *3* parity mismatch ***) 
write (crlf) (tabto 4)) 
write make sure that the parity on <h_var> side is <pvar2>) 
write (crlf) (tabto 4)) 
write if this is not the case then you will have to adjust 
accordingly) 

(modify 2 "parity <pvar2>)) 

(p par3::2 
(goal "signals satisfied) 
transfer-parameters "name dte-host "parity {<pvarl> <> unknown}) 
transfer-parameters "name dte-peripheral "parity 
'<pvax2> = unknown}) 
names "peripheral <p_var>) 
-> 
write (crlfl (crlf) *3* parity mismatch ***) 
write (crlf) (tabto 4)) 



iwrite make sure that the parity on <p_var> side is <pvarl>) 
write (crlf) (tabto 4)) 
write if this is not the case then you will have to adjust 

accordingly) 
(modify 3 * parity <pvarl>)) 

(p par3::3 
(goal " signals satisfied) 
[transfer-parameters "name dte-host * parity {<pvarl> = unknown}) 
(transfer-parameters "name dte-peripheral "parity 
{<pvar2> = unknown}) 
(names "host <h_var> "peripheral <p_var>) 
~> 

(write (crlf) (crlf) *3* parity-bit dilema ***) 
f write (crlf) (tabto 4)) 
(write find out what the parity on either <h_var> or 
<p var> side is) 
fwrite (crlf) (tabto 4)) 
(write and adjust the other side to the same value) 
(modify 2 "parity none) 
(modify 3 "parity none)) 

(p par4 
(goal " signals satisfied) 
(transfer-parameters "name dte-host "baud {<bvarl> <> unknown}) 
(transfer-parameters "name dte-peripheral "baud 
{<bvar2> <> unknown}) 
(transfer-parameters "name dte-peripheral "baud <> <bvarl>) 
(names "peripheral <p_var>) 
-> 
(write (crlf) fcrlf) *3* baud rate mismatch ***) 
(write (crlfj (tabto 5) adjust baud rate on <p_var> from <bvar2>) 
(write to <bvarl>) 
(modify 3 "baud <bvarl>)) 

(p par4::l 
(goal " signals satisfied) 
(transfer-parameters "name dte-host "baud {<bvarl> = unknown}) 
(transfer-parameters "name dte-peripheral "baud 
{<bvar2> <> unknown}) 
(names "host <h_var>) 
-> 

iwrite (crlfl (crlf) *3* baud rate mismatch ***) 
write (crlfj (tabto 4)) 
write make sure that the baud-rate on <h_var> side is <bvar2>) 
write (crlf) (tabto 4)) 
write u this is not tne case then you will have to adjust 
accordingly) 

(modify 2 "baud <bvax2>)) 



(p par4::2 
(goal "signals satisfied) 
(transfer-parameters 'name dte-host 'baud {<bvarl> <> unknown}) 
[transfer-parameters 'name dte-peripheral "baud 
{<bvar2> = unknown}) 
(names "peripheral <p_var>) 
-> 

iwrite (crlfl (crlf) *3* baud rate mismatch ***) 
write (crlfj (tabto 4)) 
write make sure that the baud-rate on <p_var> side is <bvarl>) 
write (crlf) (tabto 4)) 
write if this is not the case then you will have to adjust 
accordingly) 

(modify 3 "baud <bvarl>)) 

(p par4::3 
(goal "signals satisfied) 
(transfer-parameters "name dte-host "baud {<bvarl> = unknown}) 
(transfer-parameters "name dte-peripheral "baud 
{<bvar2> = unknown}) 
(names "host <h_var> "peripheral <p_var>) 
-> 
(write (crlf) (crlf) *3* baud-rate dilema ***) 
(write (crlfj (tabto 4)) 
(write find out what the baud-rate on either <h_var> 
or <p var> side is) 

!

write JcrIf) (tabto 4)) 
write and adjust the other side to the same value) 
modify 2 " baud 9600) 
modify 3 "baud 9600)) 

(p par5 

igoal " signals satisfied) 
transfer-parameters "name dte-host "echo on) 
transfer-parameters "name dte-peripheral "echo on) 
jiames "host {<h_var> <> sytek} "peripheral <p_var>) 
-> 

(write (crlf) (crlf) *3* echo effects ***) 
(write (crlfj (tabto 4)) 
(write the local echo feature on <p_var> side needs to be set to OFF) 
(modify 3 "echo off)) 

(p par5::l 
(goal " signals satisfied) 
(transfer-parameters "name dte-host "echo off) 
(transfer-parameters "name dte-peripheral "echo off) 
(names "host {<h_var> <> sytek} "peripheral <p_var>) 
-> 
write (crlfl (crlf) *3* echo effects ***) 
write (crlf) (tabto 4)) 



write the echo feature on <h_var> side needs to be set to ON) 
modify 2 "echo on)) 

(p par5::2 

igoal A signals satisfied) 
transfer-parameters 'name dte-host 'echo on) 
transfer-parameters 'name dte-peripheral 'echo on) 
names 'host {<h_var> = sytek} 'peripheral <p_var>) 
-> 
(write (crlf) (crlf) *3* echo effects ***) 
[write (crlf) (tabto 4)) 
[write the echo feature on <p_var> side needs to be set to OFF) 
(modify 3 "echo off)) 

(p par5::3 

igoal ' signals satisfied) 
transfer-parameters 'name dte-host 'echo off) 
transfer-parameters 'name dte-peripheral 'echo off) 
names 'host {<h_var> = sytek} 'peripheral <p_yar>) 
sytek "unit <uvar> "privilege = on) 

~> 

(write (crlfl (crlf) *3* echo effects ***) 
(write (crlf] (tabto 4)) 
(write the echo feature on <h_var> side is switched to OFF) 
[write (crlf) (tabto 4)) 
(write However you are privileged to change that on the) 
(write sytek-unit <uvar>) 
(write (crlf) (tabto 4)) 
(write Enter the following command on your <p_var>) 
(write (crlf) (crlf) (tabto 4)) 
(write QUIET OFF followed by RETURN) 
(write (crlf) (crlf) (tabto 4)) 
(write The command does not appear on the screen) 
(write (crlf) (tabto 4)) 
[write The next command to enter is as follows) 
(write (crlf) (crlf) (tabto 4)) 
write STA followed by RETURN) 

[write (crlf) (tabto 4)) 
[write ...you will see the status of the unit <uvar> on the screen) 
(modify 2 "echo on)) 

(p par5::4 

!

goal " signals satisfied) 
transfer-parameters "name dte-host 'echo off) 
transfer-parameters 'name dte-peripherai 'echo off) 
names 'host {<h_yar> = sytek} 'peripheral <p_var>) 
sytek "unit <uvar> 'privilege = off) 
-> 
write (crlfl (crlf) *3* echo effects ***) 
write (crlfj (tabto 4)) 



(write the echo feature on <h_var> side is switched to OFF) 
(write (crlf) (tabto 4)) 

' (write However you are not privileged to change that on the) 
(write sytek-unit <uvar>) 
(write (crlf) (tabto 4)) 
(write Contact your local sytek expert Charles M. Glickman 1-4965) 
(write (crlf) (tabto 4)) 
(write and tell him to set the QUIET-parameter on sytek unit <uvar>) 
(write to OFF) 
(modify 2 'echo on)) 

(p par5::5 

igoal * signals satisfied) 
transfer-parameters "name dte-host "echo off) 
transfer-parameters A name dte-peripheral * echo off) 
names "host {<h var> = sytek} "peripheral <p_var>) 
sytek " privilege ml) 
-> 

(write (crlf) (crlf) *3* echo effects ***) 
(write (crlf) (tabto 4)) 
(write the QUIET feature on <h_var> side is switched to ON) 
(write (crlf) (tabto 4)) 
(write which means that you axe not getting any echo back) 
(write (crlf) (tabto 4)) 
(write However you are not privileged to change that on your) 
(write sytek-unit) 
(write (crlf) (tabto 4)) 
(write Contact your local sytek expert Charles M. Glickman 1-4965) 
(write (crlf) (tabto 4)) 
(write and tell him to set the QUIET-parameter on your sytek unit) 
(write to OFF) 
(modify 2 "echo on)) 

(p par6 
(goal " signals satisfied " transfer-parameters not-satisfied) 
(transfer-parameters "name dte-host 

"data-bits <dvar> 
"stop-bits <svar> 
"parity <pvar> 
"baud <bvar> 
"echo <evar>) 

(transfer-parameters "name dte-peripheral 
"data-bits = <dvar> 
"stop-bits = <svar> 
"parity = <pvar> 
"baud = <bvax> 
"echo <> <evar>) 

-> 

(modify 1 "transfer-parameters satisfied)) 



APPENDIX B: 0PS5 EXECUTION MODULE 

iterpri) 
terprij 
terpri) 
patom "Go and get a cup of coffee. This will take about 3 minutes") 
terpri) 
patom "and you will not understand what it prints or why.") 
terpri) 
patom "Loading of OPS5 in process ...") 
terpri) 
fasl 'vps2.o) 
i-g-v) 
patom "Loading of KB in process ...") 
load 'com.kb) 
terpri) 
patom "Loading of initial data in process ...") 
load 'com.st) 
terpri) 
make start) 
patom "Start of OPS5 execution ...") 
terpri) 
run) 
terpri) 
patom "End of OPS5 execution") 
terpri) 
terprij 
terpri) 
terpri) 
patom "++The result of the OPS5 inference process can be seen++") 
terpri) 
patom "++in file advice.dat++") 
terpri) 
patom "++use the command [page advice.dat] —> put to screen++") 
terpri) 
patom "++or [print advice.dat] —> lineprinter++") 
terpri) 
terprij 
terpri) 

Ipatom " have a nice day !") 
terpri) 
exit) 
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